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ABSTRACT In this study a quintuple band rectangular dielectric resonator antenna (RDRA) with a small

frequency ratio and small size of 30mm× 30mm× 9.813mm is introduced. The proposed RDRA covers the

frequency bands ofWLAN (2.4/5.2 GHz),WiMAX (3.5 GHz) and 5G (4.1/4.8 GHz) exploiting TE
y
10, TE

x
211,

TE
y
1δ1, TE

y
111, and TE

y
2δ1 modes, respectively. A rectangular slot aperture is optimized to serve as a resonator

with resonance mode TE
y
10 as well as to couple the electric field from microstrip line to the DRA to excite

TEx211 mode. Furthermore, a new feeding approach employing three vertical metallic strip pairs (VMSPs) is

proposed to excite further TE
y
1δ1, TE

y
111, and TE

y
2δ1 modes in the RDRA. The VMSPs are configured on both

sides of the dielectric resonator (DR) along the y – direction to act as vertical electric current sources. The

lengths, width, and positions of the VMSPs are carefully determined in order to attain the desired modes.

The four RDRA modes have broadside patterns while the slot resonator mode has a pattern like a dipole.

Good agreement between both measured and simulated results of the reflection coefficient, radiation pattern,

and the gain is achieved.

INDEX TERMS Aperture, modes, RDRA, VMSPs, WiMAX, WLAN, wireless communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the wireless communication during

the last decades, the demand for the multiband antennas has

increased [1]. Since a variety of the wireless applications

such as WLAN, WiMAX, and 5G, designing single radiat-

ing element supports different applications is indispensable.

The 5G wireless communication is more attractive than the

4G system due to its lower latency and high data rate with

expanding wireless data traffic [2]. The 5G operating bands

are yet to be determined exactly, but according to [3], [4],

the 5G system will support both the lower (sub 6 GHz) and

upper (millimeter wave) bands for better propagation and

high data rate, respectively. Various wideband antennas that

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Giovanni Angiulli .

cover the WLAN, WiMAX bands as well as the lower 5G

band have been reported [5]. However, these antennas have

unwanted bands that cause noise. Multiband antenna can

overcome this problem by selecting only the desired bands.

Subsequently, the multiband planar and DRAs have received

much attention in wireless applications. Dielectric resonator

antennas introduce many advantages over the planar structure

such as small size, low cost, and high efficiency due to the

lack of surface wave and ohmic loss [6], [7].

Several techniques have been investigated to design

multiband DRAs, such as stacked DRAs [8], multiple

DRAs [9], hybrid DRAs [10], [19], using the feeding struc-

ture to add another band [11] and generation higher order

modes [12]–[18]. However, most of these DRAs support

either dual band [8]–[17], or high frequency ratio [19].

Although [12] and [18] achieve multiband with small
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FIGURE 1. Geometry of the proposed multiband rectangular dielectric
resonator antenna.

frequency ratio, the antenna size is obviously large corre-

sponding to its lowest operating band.

In this paper, a design of compact small frequency ratio

quintuple band RDRA is presented. The proposed antenna

allows formation of five modes of TE
y
10, TE

x
211 TE

y
1δ1, TE

y
111,

and TE
y
2δ1 corresponding to 2.4/5.2 GHz WLAN, 3.5 GHz

WiMAX, and 4.1/4.8 GHz 5G applications, respectively.

In order to excite the five modes, three VMSPs are utilized

as well as rectangular aperture feeding; VMSPs are to create

three bands while a rectangular aperture is to generate one

band and excite another. The introduced antenna of a small

size of 30 mm×30 mm×9.813 mm exhibits good impedance

matching, radiation patterns and gain across all operating

bands. Through this paper, simulations have been carried out

by CSTMWS and verified by the measurements. To the best

of our knowledge, no researches were reported fulfilling these

small frequency ratio operating bands with such compact size

so far.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

Fig.1 shows the geometry of the prospective multiband rect-

angular DRA excited by the aperture coupling feed as well

as three VMSPs. The feeding aperture is engraved as a rect-

angular slot with dimensions of (Lslot × Wslot ) on the top

side in the ground plane. A microstrip line of dimensions

(Lf × Wf ) is loaded by open stub of length S and allocated

on the back side of the dielectric substrate for feeding. Three

VMSPs are settled on both sides of the DRA along the y-axis

for multiband excitation purposes. Each VMSP is carefully

designed to excite individual mode. A Rogers RT6010 dielec-

tric material with relative permittivity εdra = 10.2 and loss

tangent tan δ = 0.0023 is selected to construct the DRA

of length a = 18 mm, width b = 18 mm, and height

d = 9mm. The DR is supported by Rogers RO4003 substrate

of dimensions Ls ×Ws × h = 30 mm × 30 mm × 0.813 mm

and a relative permittivity εs = 3.55.

A. APERTURE FEEDING APPROACH

In the aperture feeding scheme, the excited mode in the

RDRA can be controlled by the direction and position of

the slot. Referring to the DRA and coordinate system shown

in Fig.2, the excited mode is TEx , because the slot length is

FIGURE 2. The proposed antenna without VMSPs. (a) 3D view. (b) Top
view.

in x-direction. The field components inside the resonator can

be represented as [20]:

Ex = 0 (1)

Ey = Akz cos(kxx) cos(kyy) sin(kzz) (2)

Ez = −Aky cos(kxx) sin(kyy) cos(kzz) (3)

Hx = A
k2y + k2z

jωµ0
cos(kxx) cos(kyy) cos(kzz) (4)

Hy = A
kxky

jωµ0
sin(kxx) sin(kyy) cos(kzz) (5)

Hz = A
kxkz

jωµ0
sin(kxx) cos(kyy) sin(kzz) (6)

where A is an arbitrary constant and the wavenumbers kx ,

ky, and kz along the x, y, and z-directions inside the DR are

obtained as follow [6],

kx = nπ

a
, ky = mπ

b
, and kz = pπ

2d

The wave numbers satisfy the following characteristic

equation:

k2x + k2y + k2z = µr,draεr,drak
2
0 (7)

where k0 is the free space wavenumber, µr,dra and εr,dra
are the relative permeability and relative permittivity of the

DRA. The dimensions of the proposed RDRA are using

equation (7).

Themodes of the proposed RDRA can be calculated by (8).

fmnp = c

2π
√

µr,draεr,dra

√

(
nπ

a
)2 + (

mπ

b
)2 + (

pπ

2d
)2 (8)

where c = 3 × 108 m/s, εr,dra = 10.2, µr,dra = 1, a = 18

mm, b = 18mm and d = 9mm.

Accordingly, to excite TEx111 mode which will alter to

the intended TEx211 mode due to VMSPs effect as will be

discussed later, the slot should be located near the maximum

magnetic field in the RDRA. This condition is realized by (4),

which indicate that for TEx111 mode, the Hx component is

maximum at y = 0 and z = 0. Therefore, the TEx111 mode

of 4.6 GHz is generated by keeping the slot at center of

both ground and DRA as shown in Fig.2. To improve the

coupling between the microstrip line and the slot, the open

stub length should be integer multiples of a quarter guided

wavelength [6].
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FIGURE 3. The antenna reflection coefficient in terms of the slot
length (Lslot ).

TABLE 1. Antenna geometrical parameters (unit: mm).

To generate another operating band at 2.5 GHz, the slot is

exploited to act as a resonator with TE
y
10 mode as well as its

main function of DRA excitation. The slot resonance occurs

approximately at (λg/2) where (λg = λ0√
εeff µeff

) denotes the

guided wavelength inside the materials. In this case, the DR

is considered as a load for the slot. The effective permittivity

at the slot interface can be calculated as [21],

εeff = Htotal

hd/εdra + h/εs
(9)

where Htotal is the total height of the antenna structure, hd
is the height of the DRA of permittivity εdra, and h is the

substrate thickness of permittivity εs. Eventually, two impor-

tant parameters can control the slot resonance frequency; slot

length and the effective permittivity of both substrate and

dielectric resonator.

To verify both functions of the slot, the reflection coef-

ficient for different slot lengths are shown in Fig.3. It is

indicated that the length of the slot controls the lower band

while affecting the 4.6 GHz band matching. The slot length

of Lslot = 17.5 mm is selected which correspond to 2.5 GHz

WLAN band while keeping exciting the 4.6 GHz band of

the TEx111 mode. The optimized dimensions of the proposed

RDRA are listed in Table 1. Furthermore, the open stub length

effect is also studied in Fig.4 showing best matching for both

bands at length S = 3mm.

B. VMSPs EXCITATION APPROACH

To utilize the DRA in generating extra modes, VMSPs are

placed along y – direction at |x| = a/2 in both DRA sides and

shortened to the ground to act as vertical electric sources as

shown in Fig.1. Since the electric field in the slot, Eaŷ and the

resulting equivalent magnetic current source (
⇀

M = −ẑXEaŷ)
must vanish at the ends of the slot due to the boundary

condition on tangential components of the electric field. The

current,
⇀

J on the ground plane does the opposite, reaching its

FIGURE 4. Reflection coefficient of the antenna without metallic strips in
terms of the stub length(S).

FIGURE 5. Geometry of various antennas used in the design procedure,
(a) One VMSP, (b) Two VMSPs and (c) Three VMSPs (Proposed antenna).

FIGURE 6. Effect of adding VMSPs on the reflection coefficient.

maximum around the edges of the slot and going to zero in the

middle, therefore, the appropriate location of VMSPs to act as

vertical electric source is at |x| = a/2 along y - direction. Due

to symmetry, each VMSP has equal amplitude and in-phase

RF signal at |x| = a/2. A. Petosa [6], proved that the vertical

electric current sources generates TE
y
mnp modes. The electric

field in z-direction for TE
y
mnp can be expressed by (10), which

emphasis that the electric field is maximum at |x| = a/2.

Ez = Akx sin(kxx) sin(kyy) cos(kzz) (10)

As a result, to excite TE
y
1δ1, TE

y
111, and TE

y
2δ1 modes

which are corresponding to 3.5 GHz, 4.1 GHz, and 4.8 GHz

respectively, three VMSPs are placed at |x| = a/2 along

y - direction, while the height and position of each VMSP

control the excited mode as detailed in [22]. The height and

position of each VMSP are optimized to alter the E-field

distribution inside the DR to excite each correspondingmode.

Accordingly, to increase the electrical length of the longer

VMSP in order to tune at 3.5 GHz, the corresponding VMSP

has been bended above the top surface with length Lsx . The

effect of strip width is minor compared to the strip height,

so, the three VMSPs width are optimized to Wm = 2 mm to

avoid inter-overlapping.
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FIGURE 7. Simulated E-field distribution inside the proposed RDRA in
both yoz and xoz-planes at, (a) 3.5 GHz. (b) 4.1 GHz. (c) 4.8 GHz.
(d) 5.2 GHz.

FIGURE 8. Fabrication of the proposed quintuple-band RDRA. (a) 3D view
and (b) Measurement setup.

To track the effect of each VMSP, a set of simulations are

carried out for four different cases; without VMSPs, with one

VMSP, with two VMSPs, and with three VMSPs as shown

in Fig.5. It is worth mentioning that the possibility of adding

extra resonance peaks is still existing by adding extra VMSPs.

The reflection coefficients of all cases are presented in Fig.6.

It is noted that by adding the second VMSP, the frequency

band of 4.6 GHz of the TEx111 mode which is generated

by aperture coupling is shifted to the desired WLAN fre-

quency of 5.2 GHz of the TEx211 mode. For more clarifi-

cation, the electric field distributions of all excited modes

are introduced in Fig.7. As shown in Fig.7(a),(b), the TE
y
1δ1

and TE
y
111 have half wavelength field variation in both x and

FIGURE 9. Simulated and measured reflection coefficient of the
quintuple-band RDRA.

TABLE 2. Simulated and measured radiation efficiency of the proposed
multiband antenna.

TABLE 3. Performance comparison of the proposed RDRA with other
multiband antennas.

z-directions, while in y-direction, they have a fraction of half

wavelength (which is indicated by δ) and one half wavelength

field variation, respectively. Regarding the TE
y
2δ1 and TE

x
211,

the field variation is two and one half wavelength in x and

z-directions, respectively, but in y-direction, it is δ and one

half wavelength, respectively as shown in Fig.7(c),(d).

III. MEASURMENT RESULTS

The presented multiband antenna was fabricated by using

multiple layers of Rogers RT6010 material with εdra =
10.2 as shown in Fig.8. The simulated and measured

reflection coefficients are shown in Fig.9, showing rela-

tively good impedance matching over the five frequen-

cies (2.4/3.5/4.1/4.8/5.2 GHz) with impedance bandwidths

(150/360/150/50/55 MHz), respectively.

The slight variation between the measured and simulated

reflection coefficient, particularly at 5.2 GHz is due to many

factors: fabrication tolerance, manual assembling of multiple

Rogers layers to construct the DR, and soldering effect of

the SMA connector which was not taken into account during

the simulation process. Fig.10 illustrates the measured and
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FIGURE 10. Measured and simulated radiation pattern of the proposed
RDRA.

FIGURE 11. Measured and simulated gain of the proposed multi-band
RDRA.

simulated radiation pattern of the introduced antenna at

2.4 GHz, 3.5 GHz, 4.1 GHz, 4.8 GHz, and 5.2 GHz, respec-

tively. As expected, the four bands of the RDRA have broad-

side patterns, and the slot band has a pattern like a dipole.

The measured and simulated gain of the proposed RDRA

are compared in Fig.11. The figure shows that the fabricated

prototype provides a goodmeasured gain of 2.65 dBi, 3.7 dBi,

3.3 dBi, 2.73 dBi, and 4.68 dBi at 2.4 GHz, 3.5 GHz, 4.1 GHz,

4.8 GHz, and 5.2 GHz, respectively. The simulated and

measured antenna radiation efficiency has been illustrated

in Table 2. The simulated and measured antenna radiation

efficiencies show satisfactory values at the interested bands.

Finally, the designed RDRA performance was compared with

the state-of-the-art designs as shown in Table 3. In order to

have fair comparison, the DR size is presented compared

to λ3g, where λg is calculated at the lowest frequency. The

comparison shows that our structure has the smallest size that

achieves quintuple bands with such small frequency ratio.

IV. CONCLUSION

A multiband RDRA is presented for WLAN, WiMAX, and

5G applications. A rectangular slot aperture is optimized to

serve as resonator with resonance mode TE
y
10, as well as to

couple the electric field to DRA to excite TEx211 mode. Three

VMSPs with different lengths are engaged at both sides of

the DR along the y − axis to excite three extra modes. The

use of this technique is introduced to excite adjacent modes

with a small frequency ratio. The presented antenna has a

compact size of 0.135λ3g, λg is the guided wavelength through

the DR at the lowest band of 2.4 GHz. The suggested antenna

was fabricated showing reasonable agreement between sim-

ulated and fabricated results. Gains of 2.65 dBi, 3.7 dBi,

3.3 dBi, 2.73 dBi, and 4.68 dBi are achieved corresponding

to 2.4 GHz, 3.5 GHz, 4.1 GHz, 4.8 GHz, and 5.2 GHz,

respectively.
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